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Substrate
producers join
forces
Legro buys 50 per cent stake in
Botanicoir in move to enable pair to
widen portfolio, meet increasing global
demand and accelerate NPD
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step up and do our part to face these
challenges in any way we can.
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Legro, meanwhile, boasts almost 100 years’
experience and has grown to be one of the

Balasuriya said: “We feel that Legro is a very

“By taking this important step together,

biggest substrate producers in the world,

good match for us in terms of company

both Botanicoir and Legro can widen their
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everything we do and Legro shares these
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transport company.
Both Botanicoir and Legro are family-run
businesses with a global customer base.

He added: “Both companies will continue

Headed up by its founders, Kalum and
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Samantha Balasuriya, Botanicoir offers
bespoke products
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